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THE TVA IDEA, by Dean Russell.
Economic Education, Irvington-on-Hudson,

The Foundation for
Ne~

York.

(A Review by TVA)
This paper bound volume of 108 pages (bargain prices
for quantity purchases, permission to reproduce with or without
request granted by author and pUblisher) presents Russell's idea
of TVA.

It is based almost wholly upon error and misrepresenta-

tion, both of fact and of law.

It is probably for this reason

that the poll which he reports on page 87 shows an entirely
different opinion of TVA from the one he holds.

That poll, a

sampling of the lIinfluence groupll (editors and teachers),
showed 82 percent approved of TVA and only 7 percent disapproved.
Russell was graduated from Emory and Henry College,
worked as a salesman, attended Harvard Business School for a
year, and worked briefly with a brother who ovmed a construction company.

After five years in the Army Air Force, starting

as an aviation cadet and leaving in 1946 as a captain, he
attended Columbia University Journalism School for a time and
then joined the staff of the Foundation for Economic Education.
The Foundation is headed by Leonard Read, who has had
a long career as an executive of Ghambers of Commerce and generally similar organizations, has been president of Pamphleteers,
Inc., and starting in 1945 was executive vice-president of the
National Industrial Conference Board, New York.
Drew Pearson,

~ashington

columnist, reported:

In June 1948

•
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"A mysterious organization, called the Foundation
for Economic Education, has set up a vigorous lobby aimed at
wrecking the European Recovery Program.

It is now busy enter-

taining Congressmen, writing statements for them, and printing
tons of propaganda.
(s ic).

Brains behind the movement is Leonard Reed

"
The Foundation has announced it needs

~1,500,OOO

a

year to promote "an understanding of individual liberty, the
voluntary society, and the free market economy" and to scotch
"collecti vism, 1\ which it scents in many places, including TVA.
One of its recent staff-written books--Liberty, by F. A. Harper-said taxing people and spending the money for things people
don't want was slavery, even in a democracy, but didn't explain
how it discovered people didn't want the things their elected
representatives voted for.

PROPAGANDA APPROACH
With this background, it is not difficult to understand why Russell's book is characterized by a propaganda
approach rather than an objective one.

He relies heaVily upon

other propaganda attacks upon TVA without disclosing their
bias.

For example, he quotes approvingly a "study" made by

C. J. Green, whom he identifies at page 39 as "a professional

engineer-accountant who recently retired from the Federal Power
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Commission after twenty years of service. ll

His text does

not mention that the Green study was made for the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States, which has long opposed
TVA and has grossly misrepresented the facts about it in
the past.

In the same way, a table on page 96 is readily

identifiable as being fathered by the Edison Electric Institute.

The table attempts to show a loss from power operations

by charging against power net income the expenses of all other
activities of the TVA--flood control, navigation, fertilizer
and munitions research, and so on--of the type which allover
the country are supported by public funds and are expected to
yield returns not in cash but in terms of public security
and
,
well-being.
He uses various propaganda techniques, such as
technically avoiding misstatements by asking questions which
imply erroneous answers.
nology.

He uses slanted phrases and termi-

He argues from false assumptions.

He is highly

selective as to facts and statements which he quotes, and the
selections all lean in the same direction.
propaganda devices in a

Il

s tud y" which purports to be objective

and already has been quoted as such.

TVA'S ?OW2RS

He uses all these

MISREPRES~NTED

On page 54, Russell says:
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"For instance, TVA has the legal right to approve
or disapprove all drainage projects and plans within its
area. • • •

Theoretically at least, all property owners

must have TVA's permission before building a pond, cutting
a ditch, terracing a field, or doing any project that affects
'drainage.'

No unit of local government within the TVA area

can build a road, change the course of a stream, or even build
a culvert if TVA decides against the project under its 'drainage
and flood control powers.

,ll

TVA has no such powers.

The only provision in the

TVA Act which even faintly resembles this description is
section 26a, which provides that no dams or other obstructions
which might affect navigation, flood control, or public lands
or reservations can be built or operated "across, along, or in
said river or any of its tributaries" until plans have been
approved by the TVA Board.

Except for the power of condemna-

tion of land rights needed for its projects, a power which is
also exercised by private utilities, TVA has no other powers
of compulsion.

The accomplishments in the region are and can

only be the result of the concerted action of free people using
all of their resources including the facilities of TVA, and
other public servants.
Stretching section 26a to cover culverts and terraces
may not have been nussell's idea, for his language bears a
remarkable similarity to a passage in "Authority in TvA ,Land,lI
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by Dr. W. V. Howard, whom Russell credits with a "penetrating
analysis" of TVA.

Howard is president of the Lower Cumberland

Valley Association and a director of the National Water Conservation Conference, both violently anti-TVA.
T~~~~

The Nashville

on May 8, 1945, commented on Howard as follows:

"Mr. Howard, of Dover, came to Dover a few months
ago. • • •

His singular antipathy to TVA, marked upon his

arrival here, has been distributed vocally and by a profusion
of writings.

Having conjured up the bugaboo of a 'drowned

out' valley, his heart bleeds copiously for the prospective
victims of a designing, maleficent and autocratic TVA.

As

his campaign has proceeded, his hatred of the Authority has
carried him to such recklessness of epithet that the Clarksville
Leaf-Chronicle, bowing to none in constancy of

co~~unity

interest,

has felt constrained to inquire whether Mr. Howard has come among
us to rescue or to wreck."

TVA NAVIGATION AND FLOOD CONTROL
COST ALLOCATIONS MISREPRESENTED
One of Russell's major theses is that the TVA power
operations are subsidized.

He declares on page 17 that "much

of the cost of its electricity production is charged off to
supposed gains from its flood control program."

The allocation

of investment to navigation, he adds on page 23, "correspondingly reduces the costs charged to power production, permits
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lower electricity rates to TVA customers, and puts a larger
share of the load on the taxpayers. 11
The Federal Power Commission, in a report made at
the request of a subcommittee of the Senate Committee on
Public liorks and p1,lblished before Russell r s book appeared,
found that the estimated flood control and navigation benefits would justify investments for those purposes nearly
4140,000,000 greater than the actual investments under the
TVA allocation of investment in its multiple-purpose system.
The FPC, which had the assistance of the U. S. Corps
of Engineers in making its review, found that the highest
estimated annual cost of navigation, including interest and
depreciation, based on a single-purpose system costing
~217,532,OOO,

was

~8,228,000,

as compared with the lowest

estimate of annual navigation benefits amounting to

~9,104,OOO.

It found tha t the estimated annual cos t of operating a
$227,700,000 single-purpose flood control system was $7,295,000,
as compared with

~8,963,OOO

as the lowest estimate of annual

benefits.
The actual investments of TVA for these purposes at
June 30, 1949, were:
~154,169,000.

TVA allocation,

navigation,

~151,433,000;

The.~ubstantially lower

~~r

flood control,

investments under the

interest and depreciation charges,

would reduce the annual costs found by the FPC by about
~2,000,000

each for navigation and flood control.
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The fact is that the multiple-use river control
structures built by TVA provide for flood control and a
navigable channel and at the same time capture the power
from the flowing streams.

The savings which result from

using single structures for several purposes are fairly
divided among the purposes served.
expense of any of the others.

None profits at the

The nation receives flood

control and navigation benefits at bargain rates and has a
profitable investment in power facilities earning from 4
percent to 5 percent each year.

TVA FLOOD CONTROL OPERATIONS MISREPRESENTED
Russell's treatment of TVA flood control reveals
at one and the same time the technique of a propagandist, a
basic lack of understanding of developments over the past two
decades in the principles and practices of flood control, and
an inability to correctly report facts.

He points out on

page 16, for example, that the TVA flood control system does
not protect Asheville, North Carolina, against floods.

This

is something that has never been claimed for it, since Asheville
is located well above any TVA dam.

(However, TVA has developed

and is submitting to the President plans for the protection of
Asheville.)

The technique of charging that an agency is a fail-

ure because it does not accomplish a result it has not claimed to
achieve can be regarded only as a bit of not very high-level
propaganda.
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On page 17, Russell points out that the ltcertain
conditions ll under which TVA can help control floods on the
Mississippi are ilnot always present," thus implying that
~ince

TVA's system cannot affect

~~

its control is of little value in

flood on that stream,

of them.

~

The fact is,

of course, that the greatest floods occur when several of the
tributaries of the IFssissippi are in flood.
10 floods of the

pas~

In the largest

half century, the Tennessee contributed

an average of 14 percent of the peak flow at Cairo and has
contributed as high as 25 percent.

Effective control of even

a portion of the flow could, of course, make the difference
between safety and disaster for large areas.
On the same page, he says:

"During that flood

(in 1945), TVA estimates that its flood control efforts
reduced the flood gauge at Cairo by 0.7 to 1.7 feet.

Since

the river at Cairo rose to within six inches of the top of
the levees, TVA claims that it kept the flood waters out of
the city.

But how much credit should go to TVA for reducing

by some 9 or 10 inches a flood that gauges from 50 to 60 feet?
r~ould

it not be both safer and cheaper for the residents to

raise the levees another foot?"
The mangling of facts here committed by Russell can
be illustrated by quoting the paragraph in the TVA annual report
for 1945 which he gives as his source:

"Although the major flood control storage of Kentucky
Reservoir, the key project for regulation of flow from the
Tennessee into the Ohio River, was not available during the
year, nevertheless TVA reservoir operations proved effective
in reducing flood heights at Cairo, Illinois, by from 0.7 to
1.7 feet during the Ohio River rises of March and April, 1945,

which approached 14 feet above flood stage.

Except for this

reduction, the highest of these floods, March 10, 1945, would
have reached a stage of 55.6 feet at Cairo, nearly a foot
above the planned grade line of the Birds Point--New Madrid
spillway on the Mississippi River."
It is apparent that any resemblance between Russell's
statement and the facts is "purely coincidental."
Russell's question "Wou,ld it not be both safer and
cheaper • • • to raise the (Cairo) levees another foot?" vvas
obviously intended to make the reader think the answer was
"Yes."

The true answer is "No."

The question form of implying

a fact is a propagandist trick to mislead while technically
avoiding a misstatement.

Over the past 20 or 30 years, it has

become increasingly evident that levees for flood control were
reaching the limits of height from the standpoint of both
economy and safety, and that reduction of flood heights by
reservoirs

w~s

needed.

The higher a levee is built, the less

stable it is and the greater the devastation if it breaks.
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Moreover, the protection levees afford is generally local and,
by confining the river to a narrower channel, they raise the
stage and thereby may increase the danger or damage at other
points along the river.

NAVIGATION BENEFITS MISREPRESENTED
On page 24, Russell says:

"Fortunately, for purposes

of rough comparison, the Army Engineers made an estimate of the
cost of a separate navigation project for the Tennessee River
in 1930.

This report to Congress concerned a contemplated

project to do for navigation on the Tennessee just what TVA
later did.

The estimate for the total project was ~75 million.

Yet, in a period of much lower construction costs, TVA allocated
~149

million for the project."
Here Russell resorts to another device frequently

employed by the die-hard opponents of TVA--that of misrepresenting the report of the Army Engineers on the development of
the Tennessee River.

This report, House Document 328, 71st

Congress, did not "concern" a single-purpose navigation project;
practically the whole of its more than 700 pages were "concerned ll
with a multiple-purpose development for flood control, navigation, and power encompassing some 150 dams in the Tennessee
Valley.

It llconcerned ll the single-purpose navigation project

to the extent of a few pages of text plus a two-page table of
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preliminary estimates, without benefit of site investigations,
of the cost of developing the river by 32 low-lift navigation
dams as an alternative to the preferred high-dam

development~

Tho second-choice alternative was presented in case states,
cities, private power companies or other interests could not
be interested (as later proved the case) in building the dams.
(Russell is highly selective in using the Army Engineers'
estimates; he makes much of their tentative estimate of

~75

million for the navigation channel, but is silent on thoir
accompanying estimate of

~22.8

million of prospective naviga-

tion benefits.)
The low-dam system was not "just what TVA later did."
The low dams would have provided n far inferior waterway,
requiring 32 lockages instead of the present nine and with
narrower, more tortuous channels harder to navigate and
reducing the efficiency of towboats.

Moreover, the cost of

even the low-dam system would certainly have far exceeded the
~75

million estimate.

And finally, as pointed out above, the

Fedoral Power Commission has found, prior to the publication
of Russell's book, that prospective navigation benefits justify
a single-purpose naVigation system equivalent to "just what
TVA did" costing $225.5 million.
Finally, he discussed traffic in terms of tons
rather than ton-miles.

This is equivalent to comparing the
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value of moving a ton of sand and gravel a dozen miles with
the value of moving a ton of wheat or gasoline the full 630mile length of the channeL

Or of comparing the value of

moving a million dollars worth of automobiles, as has occurred
in a single shipment, from Evansville, Indiana, to Guntersville,
Alabama, with moving an equivalent tonnage of sand from dredge
to gravel dock.

TVA TAX PAYMENTS MISREPRESENTED
On page 37, Russell says that uTVA has taken over
many tax-paying industries, and it has taken many thousands of
acres of productive farm land off the tax rolls.

Tho tax load

on the remaining privately-owned land and businesses would have
to be increased to make up the original amount.

Therefore TVA

pays money to local governments to make up part of the local

~

tax~Acausod

by the TVA project.

logic in respect to Federal taxes

Why doesn't TVA use the same
• ?11

On page 40, ho

comparos TVA payments in lieu of taxos to the total taxes of
private utilities in terms of proportion of gross revenues.
There are soveral things wrong with these statements.
First, TVA has lItaken over ll no industries.

It has purchased a

part of the facilities of ono industry, the transmission and
generating facilities of electric power producers in the region.
Local groups bought the distribution facilities.

Russell
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probably refers to that purchase but fails to mention that it
was negotiated at a price fair both to investors and to the
public.

Second, TVA is entiroly a wholesaler of power, and

comparisons of the taxes paid by private utilities which combine both production and retail operations should be made
with combined payments of TVA and the local distributors.
Third, Russell attempts to compare TVA payments in lieu of
state and local taxes with the total taxes, inclUding Federal
income taxes, paid by privately ovmed utilities.
TVA is obligated under the TVA Act to pay in lieu of
taxes 5 percent of its proceeds from sale of power to the municipalities and cooperatives.

These payments, plus the taxes and

tax-oquivalents paid by the distributors, in the 1948 fiscal
year equaled 6.4 percent of the amount the consumers paid for
power undor TVA rates.

This is clearly well within the range

of the proportion of total revonues paid by private utilities
in state and local taxes, which averaged 8.2 percent in 1948.
Furthermore, tho minimum payments to states and
counties in lieu of taxes, required by the TVA Act, must equal
the state and local ad valorem property taxes on all the utility
property acquired by TVA and On the reservoir lands allocated to
power.

Russell is simply

,~ong

"part of the local tax losses."

in saying TVA makes up only
Tho fact is that TVA's pay-

ments in lieu of taxes in the fiscal yoar 1948, amounting to
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$2,008,000, exceeded the state and local ad valorem taxes on
the utility properties it has acquired and on all reservoir
lands by more than ~500,000.

The payments by TVA plus the

payments by municipal and cooperative distributors of TVA
power amounted to *4,538,000 and exceeded former state and
local ad valorem taxes by

~1,404,000.

Municipal plants and nonprofit cooperatives are not
subject to income taxes, but they do have net income, amounting
in fact to 20 percont of operating revenues.

Neither does TVA

pay Federal income taxes; all its net income belongs to the
Federal Government.
of

~2l,000,000

In the fiscal year 1949, TVA net income

amounted to 36 percent of total operating

revenues; added to the $2,000,000 in payments in lieu of
taxes, it amounted to practically 40 percent of operating
revenues.

Even after deducting assumed interest on the entire

invGstment at a rate of 2 percent, the remainder amounts to
nearly 25 percent of gross revenues.

As Russell reports,

total taxes of private utilities in 1948 averaged less than
19 percent of operating revenues.

INTER~ST

MISREPRESENTED AS COST FOR FIXING RATES
On page 33, Russell says, "The fRct that the TVA

electricity rates do not include interest and other inescapable
costs of doing business does not mean that these costs are
thereby avoided. tl
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TVA does, of course, pay interest like any utility
or other business on its outstanding bonds.

Russell is wrong,

however, in calling interest an "inosc£,pable cost" of doing
business.

Regulatory commissions have long held that interest,

for rate-making purposes, c8nnot be included as an operating
cost.

As the Oklahoma Supreme Court held 26 years ago, "to

allow appellant (a gas utility) a return on tho money invested,
and also the interest paid on the bonds with which this money
was procured, would be to impose upon the public a burden it
should not c s.rry."
In the fiscal year 1949, the W2l.5 million of TVA
net operating income represented n return of 5 percent on the
not average power investment of $430 million in power facilities.
This is more than double tho avorage cost of money to the Government.

Russell puts himself in the position of claiming financial

failure for a business earning a 5 porcent return bocause it
doesn't divide that return in two parts and label one part
lIinterest."
The financial soundness of TVA power operations was
confirmed by Haskin and Solls, cortified pUblic accountants
of New York City with long experience in the utility field.
Early this year in a I\task forco" report to the Hoover Commission, the firm found that "the Authority is prosently
earning more than sufficient revenues from power operations
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to repay the investment in power facilities with interest."
It further suggested that TVA could repay the investment in
the relatively short period of 50 years with interest at 3
percent.

TVA AND NATIONAL DEFENSE MISREPRESENTED
Russell attempts to minimize the national defenso
contributions of TVA.

For example, although it is widely known

that one of the major reasons for the location of the Oak Ridge
atomic energy plant in the T6nnessee Valley was the ability of
TVA to supply large amounts of power on a fast schedule,
Russell refers at page 30 to "whatever electricity TVA may
have sold" to Oak Ridge as though it were a small contribution.
'fhis notion apparently rests on the fact that the Oak Ridge
development also included a steam generating plant of 238,000 kw.
Just how much power TVA provided to Oak Ridge during the war is
still a secret, but the Congressional Record of June 15, 1948,
page 8537, reveals that as of that date the Atomic Energy
Commission had a contract for 225,000 kw of power from TVA and
its average demand on the TVA system was 211,000 kilowatts.

It

further rovoaled that future developments or an emergency might
result in a need for 50,000 kw additional and "possibly several
times that figure."

Two hundred and twenty-five thousand kilo-

watts is a great deal of power--more than that purchased by any
other customer of TVA, including the cities of Memphis and
Chattanooga.
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He likewise minimizos the contribution of TVA power
to aluminum production, although the fact is that the ability
of TVA to build dams in record time and thus supply power
quickly ene.bled the rapid exp8.nsion of aluminum production
at Alcoa, Tennessee.

In fact, early in the war, the Office of

Production Management, after canvassing the possibilities,
determined that the Tennessee Valley was the only place in the
country where a needed block of power, upwards of 100,000 kw,
could be made available within a year's time.
Other national defense contributions of TVA are not
mentioned at all by Russell.

This includes its production of

munitions, and particularly its production of 60 percent of all
the elemental phosphorus (used for incendiaries, smoke bombs,
tracer bullets, etc.), about 100,000 tons, made available to
the Armed Forces during v,orld

~ar

II.

TVA's electric furnace

research in the production of elemental phosphorus was an
important factor in the ability of private industry to supply the other 40 percent of tho material.

In comparison to

the nearly 100,000 tons available in World War II, tho total
in World

~ar

I was only 1,000 tons.

SHIFT OF LAND FROM AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
MISREPRESENTED AS LOSS
Russell, depending again on the Hpenetrating studytl
of Dr. Howard at page 16 sots tho loss of agricultural production

,.
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on all TVA-purchased lands at $27 million, and attempts to
compare this solely against flood control benefits, disregarding
the many other benefits of multiple-purpose river control.
may be whittled down considerably.

This

First, the lands suitable for

agriculture which have not been inundated in the reservoirs are
still in agricultural use and under systems of farming in which
their fertility and productivity are being enhanced.

Some of

the lakeshore lands are being used more intensively than ever
as sites for navigation terminals, industrial developments,
parks, boat docks, and so on.
The valuo of agricultural production on the lands
now under weter--approximately 300,000 acres of crop and
pasture land--was nowhere near

~27

million, but rather, on

the basis of careful calculations based on prices at the time
most of it was acquired, no more than
is a gross exaggeration of "loss.1I

~8

million.

Even this

Much more than land enters

into the making of a crop or of agricultural production-management, labor, seed, fertilizer, farm machinery, livestock-and none of these arc Illostll by reason of construction of the
reservoirs.

The actual "10s s ," therefore, amounts to no more

than the rental value of the land, for which the owners were
compensated in the purchase prices,

At 6 percent return on

tho value of the land, this amounted, at a generous estimate,
to $1 million.
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This is but half the story.

The lands in the

reservoir are not idle, but are in productive usc as part
of a multiple-purposo system.

In addition to tho

~ll

million

of annual flood control benefits,_this system last year
produced $100 million worth of electricity (the amount consumers paid for it at TVA rates; at rates generally prevailing
in the U. S., the value would have been over
Transportation savings in 1948 exceeded

~4

~130

million).

million and eventually

will rise to more than $9 million annually.

Tho recreation which

has developed on the lakes, although still in its infancy, has
attracted an investment (non-Federal) of

~15

million up to

December 30, 1948, with annual revenues of more than

~2

million.

Dollar values could hardly be placed on other contributions from
the operation of tho system, such as the expansion of fish and
wildlife conservation or the reduction of malaria to the point
of prcctical disappearance in problem areas where once 30 percent of the population was afflicted.
~ven

though it accounts for but a small proportion

of the investment in the multiple-purpose systom, it is apparent
that the farm land inundated is far more productively used now
than it ever was in agriculture.

DISTORTED COST CALCULATIONS ON WILSON DAM
Russell, on the basis of a "stUdy" by Huet Mnssue,
Canad~nn

engineor, gratefully published by the Edison Electric
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Institute, at page 35 sets the cost of Wilson Dam at $86.3
million, including interest during the period it was being
haltingly constructed and the following years when the power
from it was sold at uneconomic rates to a monopoly customer.
This implication that the longer a "white elephant ll deteriorates
in disuse, the greater the value that should be put on it, is
surely a curious piece of economics.
started in 1918 during

~orld

Wilson Dam construction

War I and was not completed by the

Army Engineers until 1925.
Russell objects that TVA took i t over at $31.3 million
(actually TVA found that the value of the dam if constructed new
in 1933 would have

~een ~33.5

million, but properly deducted

depreciation from the time it was completed in 1925 to 1933);
he concedes TVA "may have been correct in its estimate," but
added Hit seems to cast particular doubt on the argument that
the government--which includes TVA--can build hydroelectric dams
cheaper and more efficiently than private enterprise can build
them."
Since 1933, TVA has built 17 dams at costs which
compare favorably with those built by private enterprise, and
some of them on schedules that have set world records for speed.
It has been able to achieve speed, economy, and efficiency
because of a coordinated engineering organization which carries
through planning, design, construction, and operation.
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WILSON DAM AND THE "FREE I,iARKET"
Russell suggests at page 35 that the value of Yilson
Dam could have been "determined by submitting it to the impartial
test of a free markot."

For the author of a "studyll of TVA ,

Mr. Russell is remarkably ignorant of the history of the TVA
development.

For the fact is that the

offers on tho

1I

Govcrlli~ont

had several

free market ll of the 1920' s 1 when the Government

was secking somo way of salvaging tho Muscle Shoals investment.
Ono of these came from the Alabama Power Company; the gist of
it was that tho company would accept the dam , then one third
built at

~

cost of

~17

million , and completo it at its ovm

expense , with the Government to have a claim on tho I'socond
100 , 000 kwll of production from the plant--all of which would

have been socondary pow0r , available only about two thirds of
the time.
Tho celebrated offer of Henry Ford was the one

~hich

obtained the most public attention and the most consideration.
~ith

respoct to Silson Dam , Ford offered to complete it and to

build Dam No.3 (now

~heeler

Dam) with his own engineers but

with tho Government furnishing tho money.

Upon the money thus

provided by the Government (but not upon the

~17

million already

invested) he proposed to pay a sum equal to 4 percent annually
under a lOO-year lease , to start sevoral years after each of the
dams Vias placed in operation , plus "amortization" payments of
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$19,868 for Wilson Dam and $3,305 for wheeler Dam, plus

small annual

pOJ~onts

to the govornment for maintaining the

two structures, against contingencies of flood, earthquake,
poor construction, or whatever might occur over a period of
100 years.

As the majority of the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, headed by Senator Norris, pointed out,
what Ford actually offered was to pay 2.79 percent interest
on the total investment of the Government in the dams.

In

addition he (that is the corporation he proposod to organize)
proposed to pay a total of
of

~24,000

~4,368,378

in annual installmonts

a year which, if kept continually invested at 4

percent compound
interest for a century,
.
, - would equal $49,000,000
or the approximate estim8ted cost of the two dams.

The com-

mittee majority declined to consider these payments as "amortization" and added them, instead, to the so-called interest
payments.

On this basis, it concluded that what Ford really

offered was a proposition whereby the Government would loan
him the money invested in the dams for 100 years at an interest
rate of 2.85 percent a year, a proposition open to no other
businessman in the country.

And even this offar was conditioned

on the Government selling to Mr. Ford for $5,000,000 two fertilizer plants and vast amounts of oth8r property at
for vfuich the Governmont had paid

~90,000,000.

~~scle

Shoals

At the time, the

Government had a firm offer from another purchasor of $2,500,000
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for certain of these properties (they were later sold for
~3,500,OOO).

It was pointed out that tho Ford corporation,

tho day aftor the doal bocame final, could sell enough extraneous property to recoup the purchase price of
with a substantial bonus besides.

~5,OOO,OOO

The Ford company would thus

have obt8ined the two nitrate plants, in effect, for a price
of loss than nothing.
This deal, upon which the lease of tIllson Dam was
contingent, was charactorized by the committee majority as
"the most wonderful real estate speculation sinco Adam and Eve
lost title to thu Garden of Eden," and it inquired why a warranty doed to the capitol at Washington was not included.
Compared to this valuation of Wilson Dam on the freo
market, TVA found, under tho provisions of the TVA Act, that
tho "present ve.lue" of the dam was $31.5 million.

PUBLIC UTILITY ROLE MISUNDERSTOOD
Russell's chapter 12, in which he seeks to mako out
that electric service is not a natural monopoly but is SUbject
to compotition just like the corner grocory or the main stroet
department store, is lavishly sprinkled with italics.

His

vehemenco, in fact, rominds ono of the marginal noto of tho
preacher I s sermon:

"Very woak here--yell like hell."
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For in this, as in several other respects, Russell
goes far beyond even tho private utilities themselves, which
recognize that they are one of tho businesses which have long
been recognizod as "affected with a public intorcst ll and arc
thus subject to regulation.

They have privileges, granted by

franchises or licenses of Government, for tho exercise of the
right of eminent domain in obtaining land, they use the public
streets and highways for their transmission lines, and they
enjoy, for the most part, freedom from direct competition.
The ordinary citizen realizes, even if Russell does not, the
economic folly of permitting two or more companies to clutter
up tho streets and highways with transmission and distribution
linos and compote for customors.
The public charactor of electric service has boen
recognized from the very beginning of the industry.

By tho

end of 1882, the year generally regarded as the birth-date of
the industry in this country, there were already four pUblicly
owned plants in operation, and public o¥mcrship has always beon
a part of tho electric utility development in tho United States.
In 1898, the U. S. Supreme Court hold in tho case of Smyth v.
Ames, with respect to the status of a utility (in this caso a
railroad) :
"Such a corporation was created for public purposes.
It performs a function of the state.

Its authority to exorcise

the right of eminent domain and to charge tolls was givon
primarily for the benefit of the public."
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Nop is regulation of businesses "affected v'ith a
public" interest a new thing.
ages, under the common law.

It began back in the middle
It is failure to recognize this

fact that perhaps leads Russell to attack all administrative
agencies which have developed over the years to carryon the
public business.
Russell also goes beyond the private utilities in
contending that the Government should not develop the public
streams, for even the power companies have come to recognize
that only the Government can fully develop the potentialities
of the nation's water resources.

~OUI~

IT HAVE HAPPENED

AN~NAY?

On page 30, Russell says, "Private companies have
doubled and trebled their production in many other sections of
the country before--and after--TVA came into existence.

Can it

be logically assumed that they would not also have continued to
meet the full demand for electricity in Tennessee if the government had not forced them out of business?"
In the

Te~nessee

Valley, power production has been not

doubled or trebled, but multiplied 10 times.

Quite aside from

the fact that private interests would not have developed the
River on a multiple-purpose basis, for navigation and ftood
control and other subsidiary but substantial benefits, there is
ample evidence they would not have developed the power
potentialities either.
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The U. S. Army Engineers, pursuant to provisions of
the 1930 River and Harbor Act, canvassed the power companies
and other agencies in the region to obtain cooperation in
building high dams on the Tennessee, the Government to bear
the navigation expense.

Late in 1931, they reported to

Congress that lINone of the replies received offered definite
assurance of early participation in the construction of highpower dams, or indicated an approximate date when the matter
might be taken under consideration by them. 1I

Instead, po,ver

companies opposed TVA bitterly on the ground that it would only
add to a great surplus of power already in the region which would
be ample for years to come.
Barrett Shelton, a leading Alabama newspaper editor,
has observed at firsthand the progress of the Valley both
before and after there was a TVA.

He told members of the

United Nations Conference on Conservation and Utilization of
Resources on September 5, 1949, that he had his

lI

own way of

answering visitors who come into our section of the Valley and
ask, 'Wouldn't this all heve happened without a TVA?'"
answer to one and all is, "It didn't. 1I

His

